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The existing space distribution of hotel and service facilities in different places in the world is mainly the result of
natural organic growth. Such facilities were built in areas of actual and/or potential demand, provided adequate
financial resources and land were available. Additionally, an important factor was also the availability of technical
infrastructure, including, in particular, transport. Sometimes those facilities were built without any detailed spatial
analysis of their locations. It can be concluded that planning of hotel and service facilities lacked clear and accurate
methods as well as analytic tools. The main reason was the lack of relevant databases.
Along the development of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), information tools started to be used
in nearly every area. It should be noted that the development of the hotel and service base can be significantly
promoted while using modern ICT solutions. In their article, the authors, among others, propose to use trip planning
tools backed by Big Data. A trip planner can be used to collect data that help to determine the location of hotel and
service facilities (e.g. hotels, guest houses, motels, leisure, recreation and restaurant facilities). The article presents the
case study from the Upper Silesia conurbation, Poland. The use of Big Data allows to select locations of investment
corresponding to actual tourist travel needs, especially that every year tourism becomes an increasingly important
sector of the national economy in many countries.
Keywords: spatial planning, logistic approach, trip planner, journey, travelling, Big Data, tourism, terrorism, natural
disaster.

1. INTRODUCTION
The transport system developed in a specific
area has a significant influence on the socioeconomic growth [1]. The accessibility of transport
infrastructure not only helps to service passengers
[2], but also enables to deliver goods more
efficiently [3, 4]. The logistic approach requires a
number of activities that are integrated in space
and time. It is related to the implementation of
specific long-term (strategic) and short-term
(tactical or operational) plans [5]. The logistics
transferred from companies to the urban setting has
created an opportunity for better planning which
supports the development of a given area [6]. The
crucial role of information flow still remains valid
as an essential element of the proper functioning of
a company or, as it is in this case, the city
(conurbation) [7].
The technological advancement allows to
collect data from different fields of life. In the case

of transport applications, such data can be
delivered directly to customers - people travelling,
or in an aggregate form information may facilitate
the process of urban planning (through direct
transfer of information [8] or using additional
tools, e.g. simulation software [9]). The use of
mobile applications supports trip planning,
including trips within a city (commuting to work or
education etc.). Other types of travelling include
leisure (or optional) trips.
Tourist traffic mainly involves trips made by
travellers outside their usual place of dwell.
Additionally, in recent years, trips are made on
increasingly long distances. A tourist arrives at an
area of his/her interest (destination), and as such
the area is usually unknown. Most often, trips of
this type are made by plane, train, including highspeed trains, passenger cars and sometimes bikes.
A leisure trip may involve one or more of modes of
transport. The number of modes used in the travel
chain is determined by the distance and purpose of
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travelling. A tourist moves from his/her home to
the accommodation facility (e.g. hotel) also using
intermediate hubs (co-modality nodes, bus stations,
railway stations and airports). Although departure
from a tourist area is similar and usually involves
the same mode of transport, various other options
can be considered on the way back (alternative
hubs, e.g. other airports, other modes of transport).
Other options may also be considered on the route
to the destination due to, inter alia, unforeseen
reasons (technical problems, weather conditions,
and others, such as strikes and riots). A sample
tourist traffic chart (chain) is presented in figure 1.
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In the case of the issue discussed in this article,
the basic research problem is the development of
the hotel and service base in a given area while
taking into consideration various aspects
concerning transport network and security and
other conditions. The problem should be extended
to a related issue of determining locations for other
points associated with the tourist traffic, such as
transport
infrastructure
(transfer
points),
restaurants and recreation facilities. Considering
geopolitical changes in the 21st c., we should take
into account tourist traffic safety analyses, as well
as demographic, economic and social changes that
have taken place in societies which are relevant to
the tourist traffic structure. These issues are
inherently related to the location of airports, train
stations and bus stops and main routes.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD AND DATA
SOURCES

Fig. 1. Simple journey space structure
Source: own research

According to Figure 1, it is essential that the
tourist preferably selects a place to stay for a night
which is beneficial from the point of view of the
location of his/her Points of Interest (POI) in a
tourist area. Other factors related to the location of
their accommodation are also important, e.g. price
per night, quality of accommodation, access to the
transport system, availability of beds etc. Safety of
travel and stay in a given area (discussed further in
article) are also taken into account. Therefore,
accommodation conditions may vary in time and
space depending on selection criteria. This multicriteria selection process pertaining to the target
tourist area is presented in figure 1. A tourist area
presented has been additionally divided into
homogeneous spatial regime. Such division
enables to define parameters for selecting of
accommodation in the entire area examined.
Additionally, it allows to apply discrete
optimization methods while using computer-aided
selection of the destination. Algorithms of
intelligent and decision-making systems in
transport are also relevant. For example, in case of
an environmental/natural disaster, riots or a
terrorist attack, quick evacuation from that location
is secured by adjusting traffic conditions in a given
area.
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The manner in which a tourist reaches his/her
destination is crucial for the analysis of the
research problem. Results of the analysis, in
combination with the structure of the local road
network (transport), help to determine the future
location of hotel and service facilities. Usually,
while selecting a place to stay, a tourist plans
his/her trips to and from the accommodation
facility, as well as within the area. According to
American research, nearly 100% of people plan in
advance their trips, of whom about 40%-56% use
IT trip planning systems [30]. The planning of
international trips by tourists is shown in figure 2,
whereas local trip planning at the destination is
presented in figure 3.

Fig. 2. Journey global planning – strategy level
Source: own research
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A tourist visits a certain area of interest (area
analysed) for a specific reason (goal). The
implementation of that goal requires him/her to
achieve POI in the area. A tourist who is not
familiar with the local transport system may resort
to a trip planner, navigation tools, social media,
tourist websites, hotel and ticket reservation
systems etc. Thus, a large number of trips to POI
may be registered and their parameters determined,
especially with the use of trip planners and ticket
reservation systems, tourist information systems,
hotel booking systems, as well as bank systems,
social media etc.

Fig. 3. Local level of trip planning (operational level)
Source: own research based on local and strategy level
approach [10]

In recent years, we have observed a significant
increase in the number of trip planners developed
[11, 12, 13, 31, 32]. Frequently, trip planners have
numerous limitations, including those functionally
linked with the selected area, or they can be limited
by the number of travelling modes. The inclusion
of more than one mode of travelling allows the
user to review available options in a city, such as
public transport, bike-sharing and car-sharing, Park
& Ride etc. [14]. By adding options that indicate
reasons of travelling to the trip planner (purpose of
travel), we increase the number of data that can
later facilitate planning. In such a situation, it is
possible to define precise parameters of the trip
planned and it creates the possibility to register
pent-up demand for accommodation. The
suppressed demand includes trips planned to a
given area, which are abandoned for various
reasons. While using these functionalities, it is
possible to observe the suppressed demand as
regards tourist traffic. The use of such trip planners
for international trips necessitates to integrate
planners or to develop a global trip planner for a
wide area. Trip planners are becoming more
popular and their use is still growing [15]. The
approach can be valuable provided urban trip
planner is developed (as alternative to other
systems of route planning). At the same time, the
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full implementation of this approach can be
achieved
through
standardization
and
harmonization of data according to global ITS
standards [16]. Some doubts regarding the scale of
the trip planner are justified only in relation to
vehicles already used on roads. The majority of
new vehicles are fitted with on-board navigation
systems. In such a case, a mandatory functionality
of downloading data from queries travellers send,
including those in private cars, can significantly
increase the volume of data to be used in the
proposed method. At the moment, it is still difficult
to implement the method technology-wise (remote
transmission and processing capacity of on-board
computers).
Therefore, a trip planner may archive queries
regarding trips in relation to the purpose of tourist
trip or similar factors. Archiving is possible thanks
to the planning mechanism which stores all queries
in a server side. This also applies to responses of
the algorithm incorporated in a planner. No
response (in the form of a specified route) is
synonymous with a partial registration of
suppressed demand for tourist trips [17].
With the introduction of the functionality which
indicates the purpose of travel, it is possible to
filter database queries and obtain information
about expected needs (demand) of the tourist
traffic and its purposes, including sports, recreation
and leisure. The verification of queries sent to the
trip planner as regards the external and local tourist
traffic is possible through additional smart
algorithms (i.e. machine learning) or directly
through a process of multi-stage reasoning. Trips
which started in a walking distance to stops of
public transport from hotels and guest houses
(identified in the web) are treated as an external
tourist traffic, which is important from the point of
view of issues discussed in the article.

Fig. 4. Trip planner and tourist trip structure
Source: own research
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Figure 4 shows the structure of queries sent to
the advanced trip planner as regards global and
local tourist traffic. The first filtration of the two
types of tourist traffic can be based on the hotel
domain or the IP address from which the query is
sent to determine a route. The latter is based on the
analysis of trip origins - beyond locations of hotels
and tourist facilities. Trips planned according to
responses from the planner (correct path
designation) should be treated as highly likelihood.
Trips for which no response is given (e.g. lack of
means of transport at specified time and place) are
treated as a pent-up demand for tourist services.
Thus, it is possible to determine the demand for
tourist services:
- globally,
- locally,
- globally for pent-up demand, and
- locally for supressed demand.
Finally, the probability of a trip can be verified
at selected cross sections of the transport network
while using ticket booking systems, hotel booking,
other ICT systems, etc. In the case of an individual
transport network cross section the following can
determined:

Pi Ex 

ETi
 g
PTR

studies implemented by the authors, in the Upper
Silesian conurbation [18], the value of the
parameter for the population of 2 million people is
0.066 (ca. 7%) [-] taking into account trip planners
only (for young people this parameter is 0.0971
(ca. 10%) [19]. The value increases significantly if
we include car-based navigation systems. Then the
parameter exceeds 0.45. According to American
research on transport behaviour, the value can
theoretically vary between 0.42 and 0.56 [-] [30].
In order to define parameters regarding current
demand for hotels and services, the area analysed
should be divided with a fixed grid into spatial
regime (Figure 5). The smaller the area of a single
regime, the more accurate the analysis using the
methodology presented. Districts are created to
assign tourist traffic parameters, such as safety
(e.g. number of crimes), the number of modes of
transport handling tourist traffic, tourist facilities,
e.g. hotels, museums, art galleries, restaurants,
educational establishments with sports halls, car
parks etc.

(1)

where:

Pi Ex

-

ET

-

PT

-



-

likelihood index of desired trip in cross
section i of the transport network [-],
number of trips observed in cross section i
[-],
number of trips planned using trip planners on route R
scale parameter, percentage of trips made
in a cross section using a trip planner,
which revises probability to 1, based on
global transport research - g

The number of trips observed ET in cross
section i can be examined using ITS systems. They
include detection loops, count of vehicles and
people in those vehicles, counting people using
public transport etc. The accuracy of these
measurement systems has been steadily improving.
For example, in public transport the occupancy rate
is approximately 95-98% for occupancy meters
and 99.9% for city card systems [29]. The number
of planned trips is calculated based on data from
the trip planner or planners. Lambda is relatively
most difficult to determine. At the moment, it is
mainly based on transport studies. On the basis of
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Fig. 5. Spatial regimes, Upper Silesian conurbation
(Poland)
Source: own research

In the case of trips planned within the area
analysed, we know the starting point and
destination of a trip as well as intermediate POI.
Information about queries and additional traffic
data enable us to define a set of matrices for spatial
districts:
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matrix of total load in district

-

matrix of air transport traffic

-

matrix of rail transport

-

matrix of bus transport

-

matrix of individual car transport

accessibility within the transport network. The
location is determined by choosing of a specific
regime and further planning of hotel and service
facilities depends on such parameters as road
network, local spatial development, availability of
land for investment etc. An example of the analysis
supporting the development of hotel facilities is
presented in figure 7.
Figure 7 shows the transport accessibility area
within 800 m from transport nodes in the Upper
Silesia conurbation with public transport stops.
Such a map may help to determine locations for

In this approach, not only start and destination
districts are determined, but also all regimes within
the analysis area along the route. Therefore, value
akl* is characteristic for each spatial regime within
the area analysed as regards the following:
- location of restaurants,
- location of transfer points,
- location of recreation facilities,
- location of shops,
- location of accommodation of high transport
accessibility,
- any other parameters in databases e.g.
OpenStreetMap (OSM) etc.
Thus, we define a potential demand for various
services in the area concerned, and each element of
the above mentioned matrices (2) is the
incremented regarding traffic to the destination is
registered in a given area. Consequently, matrix S
determines multimodal characteristics of each
district and other matrices define characteristics of
other modes. Elements of the matrix having the
largest number of registered trips point to those
spatial districts that are predisposed for the
development of multimodal or specialised transfer
hubs for specific modes of transport. This
translates into possibilities for developing of the
hotel and service base in those locations. The
whole process of district delimitation is based on
data regarding trip destinations. Therefore, while
using sophisticated trip planners and other
reservation systems (tickets, hotel rooms), it is
possible to have relatively accurate designation of
locations suitable for airports, subway stations,
railway stations etc.
Studies covered by the article used a tool for
parsing large database. The main screen is
presented in figure 6.
The tool can be used to determine potential
locations of hotels and services in selected spatial
districts also in terms of their transport

Fig. 6. OSM data parser (in Polish ver.)
Source: own research

Fig. 7. OSM hotel, hostel, motel parser in aspect of
transport accessibility (service point distribution,
accessibility less then 800 m)
Source: own research based on OSM data ©
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the investor who is interested in providing services
to the incoming tourist traffic which uses air, rail
or bus transport It includes tourists who use mainly
public transport and taxis. The procedure matches
data available with the susceptibility of the district
to have a specific tourist facility developed.
Susceptibility is defined by criteria selected for
spatial regimes in relation to a target customer
from the point of view of the investor who pursues
specific goals in the tourist industry. For this
purpose, we can use OSM data. While using the
parser, it is possible to collect and analyse OSM
data as regards various tourist needs (Figure 8).
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account existing locations of golf courses in the
entire area. In this respect, the calculation
methodology has a very specific and precise
application. Another example is shown in figure 9.
The figure shows OSM data from the search in a
residential area of around 5 million inhabitants
(most populated territorial unit in Poland). For
each spatial district, calculations cover the total
number of public transport stops, including bus,
train and tram. A colour is used to mark spatial
regimes in the map, which have a certain number
of public transport stops (depending on area
delimitation). It might be debatable in districts of a
sparse transport network. This naturally favours

Fig. 8. OSM data parser, public transport parametrisation
Source: own research based on OSM data ©

The parser in figure 8 scans OSM database files
and counts characteristic elements in each of
spatial regimes. On this basis, it develops tables
listing spatial regimes as regards values that are
important from the point of view of tourist traffic
(decision-making variables). For example, in the
spatial regimes, the tool can sum up the number of
restaurants, water reservoir, police stations,
museums, and sport and leisure facilities. The
investor, or the city, while pursuing their logistic
approach to the development of hotel services,
decides which criteria are selected for the analysis
in the context of the target market segment. For
example, if we have an extremely small number of
golf courses in the area concerned, the investor
counting on high demand from prospective
customers in this market segment should take into
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tourists who do not have individual means of
transport.

Fig. 9. Public transport points distribution and overall
characteristic for tourism
Source: own research based on OSM data ©
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TSF  DT  ST  SP  EP  IP / NH

(3)

where:
Wfs - tourist susceptibility function
DT- number of destination trip points
ST - number of source trip points
SP- number of start points
EP- number of end points
IP- number of intermediate points
NH- number of hotels.

Fig. 10. Public transport point for tourism and hotel
localization (selected example)
Source: own research and Overpass Service query based
on OpenStreetMap © (https://overpass-turbo.eu/ )

Light green is used to indicate regimes best
suited for accommodation facilities (few hotels and
several stops) designated for people coming to the
area without their own means of transport which
actually translates into the vast majority of all trips
in that tourist traffic (Figure 10). Therefore, each
spatial regime can be described using the following
figures:
- trips to destination which attract tourists to the
area,
- trips from origin which make tourists leave
the area,
- locations where tourists start their trips within
the area (origin point),
- destinations chosen by tourists in the area,
- intermediate points on the route.
Additionally, each trip (and also each
intermediary point) has certain markers assigned:
- public transport (PuT), individual cars,
electric cars etc.
- travel criterion (quicker, shorter, more
environmentally friendly),
- purpose (shopping, other, entertainment),
- trip planners also introduce other criteria as
regards the analysis discussed in the article.
Figure 10 shows effects of using the
methodology. Calculations helped to establish
potential locations for hotels in an area of just one
facility of this type.
Each spatial district can be described by a
function of general tourist susceptibility of that
district:

The function can be developed to meet needs of
a particular investor who implements their hospitality industry plans.
If it is possible to assign complex weights to
each of points, it is also possible to determine the
function for each point within the district. For example, it is possible to develop a function taking
into account means of transport, trip criteria and
purpose:

* P  TMw1  TCw2  TMw3

(4)

where:
*- type of point in transport network (start, end,
intermediate)
TM- transport mode,
TC- transport criterion,
TM- transport motivation.
Setting the weight w1 as significant results in
selecting transfer points for tourists, fuel stations
etc. during counting. Thus, the weight w2
differentiates points as regards the nature of travel.
For the fastest trips, the process may indicate

w

locations of restaurants. Similarly, the weight 3
may indicate those districts where various tourists
facilities should be located (recreation venues etc.).
Natural locations of tourist accommodation are
in districts of the largest concentration of DT ST,
EP and SP. One can also consider regimes with a
large number of intermediate points (IP) and where
so far no hotels are available.
Tourist susceptibility should be extended with
characteristic features promoting tourist traffic.
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TSFX  TSF  NGP  NM  NRO

(5)

where:
TSFX - Extended tourist susceptibility of a
spatial district,
NGP - number of gastronomic points
NM - number of museums
NRO - number of recreation points etc.
The analysis of the tourist traffic may take into
account these values not only to determine districts
suitable for tourist and service facilities but also
those designated to control tourist traffic (tourist
information points). For this purpose, heuristics is
used to describe values of individual spatial
regimes as regards their tourist attractiveness. Due
to the use of heuristics, a trip planner user is
guided through the network along the shortest or
the fastest path and also along the most attractive
tourist routes.

3. CASE STUDY
Considering a specific nature of the method,
which to a large extent depends on the availability
of data used to examine the possibility of
developing tourist facilities, as well as capability of
data processing, below presented is an example
based on data from the Upper Silesia conurbation.
For this particular area, it is assumed that there is a
need to analyse possibility locations for hotels and
service facilities. The aim is to develop a logistic
approach to the problem, which can help to
provide more efficient and effective tourist traffic
handling throughout the area concerned [20]. A
location of a hotel in the new socio-economic
space stimulates new supply chains.
Considering the specific nature of the problem,
a direct access from planned facilities to the main
road network and socio-economic facilities should
be taken into consideration. Additionally, the
analysis includes museums, public transport
network and restaurants. Therefore, criteria for
selecting of locations are as follows:
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(6)
where:
CL - criterion of localization ATRN- access this
road network expressed by number of nodes,
ATH - access this hospital expressed by number
of medical points
ATFS - access this fire stations expressed by
number of fire stations,
ATM - access to museum expressed by the
number of places where museums are located,
APT - access this public transport expressed by
number of bus, tram and railway stops,
AGP - access this gastronomy expressed by
number of places etc.

w1..w6

- weights of parameters.

According to the example, the function of those
criteria can be built in many ways, provided
required data exist. Data in this case has been
extracted from the OSM map layers (Figure 10 and
12).
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a/

b/

c/

d/

Fig. 10. Example data: road network&(basin, hospitals, fire stations, museum)

a/

b/

Fig. 11. Example data: road network&(public transport PuT, hospital, fire stations, museum, gastronomy)
Source: own research based on OSM maps ©

The program extracting data from OSM
databases, presented in figure 6, automatically
takes into account the division into spatial regimes
while scanning of OSM files. Calculations used the
following weights of parameters (for this specific
case weights can be changed): road network (0.15),
water reservoirs (0.15), hospitals (0.20), fire station
(0.15), museums (0.05), PuT (0.05), and restaurant
(0.05). The selecting of the most suitable spatial
regime while taking account of preferred criteria is
shown in figure 12. For the sanatorium or a
rehabilitation facility, the criterion regarding
changing of the location for hospitals and transport

nodes could have much greater importance and so
on.
Figure 12 also shows new regions that can be
alternative to locations of the investment in the
hotel and tourist base. In order to choose from four
spatial regimes selected using the above method,
we can also take into account prices of building
plots for the investment, available technical
infrastructure and the possibility to develop
required infrastructure.
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a/

Fig. 12. Example data: road network and chosen regime
and his three variants.
Source: own research based on OSM map©

b/

4. TOURISM SAFETY - DISCUSSION
Considering various threats to the tourist traffic
in the world, the analysis of locations for tourist
facilities should also consider such factors such as
time needed for medical, emergency, order and law
enforcement and crises management services to
respond to various threats. Tourist traffic can be
exposed to weather disasters, riots, strike and
terrorist attacks, and both of them are relatively
frequent. In order to analyse a prospective location
for a tourist facility regarding these factors, one
can carry out exactly the same analyses as shown
above. The difference is in data sources that are
used for the purpose. Most frequently it boils down
to the extraction of data related to generally
understood safety and related issues from OSM or
other public data structures (GSM, GIS, Google)
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [33].
For example, in a crisis situation in areas of an
intensive tourist traffic, rescue operations may
depend on the location task forces and the
coordinating unit. The location of such task forces
as the police and sports facilities, schools and
concert halls capable of receiving people who did
not manage to reach their accommodation or
whose lodging was destroyed. Figure 13 shows the
distribution of police units in the area analysed and
sports facilities where people can be gathered in a
crisis situation. Then, people can be evacuated
from those sites using the various modes of
transport.
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Fig. 13. Important for safety places in analyzed area: a/
police station b/ stadium
Source: and Overpass Service query based on
OpenStreetMap (https://overpass-turbo.eu/ )

Knowledge about the transport network is
crucial for efficient rescue operations (it is obvious
and actually used) and the same applies to
knowledge about congestion in the transport
network. The latter is less obvious especially in
terms of congestion which arises in a crisis
situation. An example of a tool that analyses the
distribution of facilities and parameters of the road
network is shown on Figure 14. The distribution of
traffic congestion based on measurements in the
area concerned should be taken into consideration
when rapid evacuation of people from hazardous
areas is needed.
It should be noted that the observed relations
between the transport network and tourist traffic
can often play a crucial role in a crisis situation.
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Fig. 14. Safety places and congestion distribution over road transport system
Source: own research and Overpass Service query based on OpenStreetMap (https://overpass-turbo.eu/ )

5. CONCLUSIONS
The outline of the methodology for selecting
spatial regimes suitable for developing tourist and
service facilities requires an access to relevant data
and a tool for extracting required information, i.e.
parser (in this case software developed by the
author). Basic data used to determine locations for
tourist facilities can be obtained from open sources
such as the OSM. Information about needs of
people travelling can be obtained from queries to
trip planners, electronic timetables, tourist
information, specialised web-based booking
services, commercial services, such as banks, GSM
etc. All data are grouped into sets which help to
determine locations for tourist and service facilities
in a specific area of socio-economic system and a
specific transport network also in terms of
increased safety for travellers.
Trip planning based on specific parameters
from mobile applications is frequently used and
aims at the unification of its users. According to
the authors, the methodology and the structure of
large databases, or Big Data, promote a logistic
approach not only in terms of traffic flow [27], but
also in terms of urban planning (including
suburbanisation
problems)
,
which
can
significantly affect socio-economic phenomena in
a given area [28].

A part of the analysis presented in the article
applies to tourist traffic safety in relation to
congestion requires specialist tools (software) as
those developed by the authors, as presented in
figure 14. Such data are of different quality than
those in, for example, GoogleMaps and Targeo.pl.
Ensuring safety for tourist traffic is a broad and
valid issue, especially in relation to parameters of
transport systems, and it is going to be presented
by the authors in further articles.
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